
Do your customers use Costco? A special event could be 
your next big marketing breakthrough 

After 30 years as Costco’s dedicated sampling and demo partner, we can help you run a Special Event to test new products (before investing in a full 
launch) or increase brand awareness and sales of existing products. 

Download The WDS Guide To Running Your Costco Special Event and discover: 

• How brands TIGI, VIZ A VIZ, Cranes, and Josef Siebel leveraged special events 
• Our 5-step Special Event process 
• Why WDS sales consultants sometimes outsell brand staff ! 
• What not to do with a Special Event campaign 

You’ll also find answers to frequently asked questions such as: 

“How much lead time do we need?” 
“What training materials are provided by WDS?” 
“How much does the training cost?” 

If you could explore what a special event could do for your brand—in your own time, without cost—wouldn’t that be a no-brainer? 

You can do just that by entering your email below: 

[OPT-IN FORM] 



What brands are saying about Special Events: 

“We have developed a successful partnership with WDS over the past 8 years. For our events to be managed successfully, we require a high level of 
attention to detail, accuracy and strong communication skills, all of which the WDS head office team have worked hard to achieve across all their remote 
teams”. 

— Josef Seibel, one of Europe’s longest established shoe brands 

“WDS is a very professional set up, and with their strong relationship with Costco it makes it a great platform to showcase and sample our products. With 
a detailed brief, some of the WDS team were even out selling the actual Cranes sales staff.” 

— Cranes alcoholic beverages 

“We appreciate the quality and timeliness of work that WDS have done for us over the past few months. We appreciate your responsiveness to our needs 
and detailed requests. It has been especially easy to communicate with yourselves, most of which is carried out by email, and very efficiently.” 

— Tree Locate, artificial trees, plants and flowers 
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